
There’s only one you! Which means you “do life” in a thoroughly unique 
way. In the following exercise, I’ll help you discover a very consistent 

pattern to the way you function. You live out that pattern again and again 
throughout your life. Th at pattern describes your gift edness in action.

Note: In the interest of saving space, this section of the book is just an 
overview of the Discovering Your Gift edness exercise on Th e Gift edness 
Center’s website (www.thegift ednesscenter.com). If you have Internet ac-
cess, I strongly recommend that you use the online version of this process, 
as it off ers a lot more information and guidance in completing it, and you’ll 
get a much better result.

Before You Begin
You fi nd your pattern by doing two things:

(1) Telling Stories
  First I’ll show you how to tell several stories from your life, in 

your own words. 

DISCOVERING YOUR GIFTEDNESS: 
A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE

A P P E N D I X    
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(2)  Looking for a Pattern
        Next I’ll help you analyze your stories to find a wonderful and con-

sistent pattern in the way you were designed you to function.

How much time will it take to complete this exercise? Well, you can 
spend as much or as little time on it as you’d like. Obviously you’ll get 
more out of it if you give it the time it deserves. But on average, it should 
take about 6-8 hours to complete. You may prefer to spread it out over 
two or three days.

Of course, some people end up deciding that it’s just easier to have a 
professional take them through a formal assessment of their giftedness, 
just as they would pay someone to change the oil in their car, or do their 
taxes, or decorate their home. If that’s the case for you, I’d be more than 
happy to arrange for that. You can contact me through the information 
in the back of the book, or through the website.

But I think most people can get pretty far on their own, and for a lot 
less money, by completing the exercise below with a partner.

TELLING STORIES
The best way to discover your giftedness is to see it in action from 

your own life history.
Your life is a story in which you’ve done many things and many things 

have happened to you. You can probably recall all sorts of events, mile-
stones, achievements, experiences, successes, failures, and so on.

Out of those many life stories, certain stories are about an activity 
you enjoyed doing, felt a sense of satisfaction from doing, or gained en-
ergy from doing. We call stories like that your Giftedness Stories.

Giftedness Stories
There are two criteria for a Giftedness Story:

(a)   it must be about an activity, something you did, something that 
required effort and action on your part; and

(b)   it must be about something you enjoyed doing or took satisfac-
tion from doing.
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Here are several examples of Giftedness Stories that people might re-
member:

t���"HF��o*�NFNPSJ[FE�B�QPFN�BOE�SFDJUFE�JU�UP�NZ�LJOEFSHBSUFO�DMBTT�
t��"HF���o*�NBEF�B�CJSUIEBZ�DBLF�GPS�NZ�ZPVOHFS�CSPUIFS�
t���"HF���o*�WPMVOUFFSFE�GPS�B�#JH�#SPUIFS�QSPHSBN�BOE�XPSLFE�XJUI�

an 8-year-old boy. I specifically remember one time when we vis-
ited the zoo and he told me he wanted to work with animals when 
he grew up.

t��"HF���o%FWFMPQFE�B�EBUBCBTF�GPS�PVS�NBSLFUJOH�UFBN�
t���"HF���o4FU�VQ�PVS�GBNJMZ�T�CVEHFU�BOE�ĕOBODFT�PO�NZ�DPNQVUFS��*�

use it to manage our expenses and stay within budget.
t��"HF���o5BVHIU�NZ�HSBOEEBVHIUFS�UP�TFX�

Giftedness Stories can come from any period of your life—childhood, 
teen years, adult years up to the present.

Giftedness Stories can also come from any area of your life—person-
al life, school, work, home, sports, leisure, hobbies, volunteer involve-
ments—wherever you enjoyed the activity. Satisfaction is the key!

Your Turn
Use the sample Giftedness Stories given above to come up with your own 
list of Giftedness Stories below.

Try to come up with at least 12-15 stories (although feel free to come 
up with as many as you want).

Remember: Giftedness Stories are about activities that were satisfying 
to you. You’re going to tell these stories to another person. So list activi-
ties that you’ll feel comfortable talking about.

AGE 
At time of 
activity
(optional)

GIFTEDNESS STORY
Brief one- or two-sentence description
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Recruiting a Partner
Now that you’ve come up with your list of Giftedness Stories, you’ll need 
to tell those stories to someone else. Who should that person be?

t��4PNFPOF�ZPV�GFFM�DPNGPSUBCMF�XJUI�
t��4PNFPOF�ZPV�USVTU�
t��4PNFPOF�XIP�LOPXT�IPX�UP�MJTUFO�
t��4PNFPOF�XIP�DBO�SFGSBJO�GSPN�DPNNFOUJOH�UPP�NVDI�
t��4PNFPOF�XIP�DBO�SFNBJO�OFVUSBM�BOE�KVTU�MFU�ZPV�UFMM�ZPVS�TUPSJFT�

The truth is, almost anyone will do, as long as they can agree to let you 
tell your stories. That person might be a friend, coworker, neighbor, min-
ister, youth worker, roommate, college professor, or someone else with 
whom you have enough of a relationship to feel comfortable. (However, I 
advise against recruiting a member of your immediate family or someone 
else with whom you have a close emotional or psychological connection.)

You might ask: “Why do I need to tell my stories to anyone? Why 
can’t I just write them out?” You’re welcome to write them out (there’s 
more information about how to do that on the website). But having been 
involved with this process for three decades, I must tell you that there is 
a powerful and undeniable benefit from telling your Giftedness Stories 
to another person. I can’t fully explain why that is so. I just know it is so. 
Besides, doing it with a partner is a lot more fun!
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So if you really want to make this work, find a partner.
If you’d like a script to help you know what to say in recruiting your 

partner, you can find one on our website.
Your partner doesn’t have to read this book to help you (although it 

wouldn’t hurt). However, it will definitely help if they review this section 
of the book, along with Chapter 5, “The Truth Hidden In Plain Sight,” so 
they understand the logic of this process and what their role is.

How This Process Works
You need to tell eight Giftedness Stories to your partner. To do that, go 
back in your mind’s eye and relive the activity. Tell your partner what 
they would have seen you doing if they had been there, watching every-
thing as it happened. Describe in as much detail as possible what you did 
and how you did it.

Never mind why you did it! We just want to see you in action.
When you’re finished telling your partner what happened, then de-

scribe what was satisfying to you about doing that activity. What was it 
that you enjoyed about it?

As you can see, this exercise may be different than anything you’ve 
done before. But it’s as simple and straightforward as it sounds. Don’t try 
to overthink it! 

An Optional First Step: Write Out Your Stories
Some people find it helpful to write out their stories before they tell them 
to their partner. Writing helps them remember and record details that 
they might forget to include if they just start telling their stories “cold.”

This pre-work is optional, because not everyone likes to write. But if 
you are so inclined and have the time, it will certainly benefit the process.

Instructions for Telling Your Stories
(1)  Find a partner, as described above. 

(2)   Set a time and place to tell your stories. Choose a spot where you 
won’t be interrupted or distracted. Set aside or disable any com-
munication devices.
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(3)  Plan on about an hour to an hour-and-a-half to tell your stories.

(4)   If you want, make an audio recording while you tell your stories. 
That way, you’ll be able to go back later and check the details of 
what you actually said.

(5)    Follow this format in telling each story:

   First, set the story up by establishing the context and describ-
ing how you got involved in the activity.

  Next, walk your way through the story, describing in as much 
detail as possible the main steps and key actions you took. Help 
your partner “see” you doing this.

   Finally, describe what was satisfying about the activity. What 
did you most enjoy about doing it? Don’t just say, “I liked it.” 
See if you can put a description to that satisfaction. 

(6)   As you tell your stories, your partner should write down some of 
the key words you use, especially:

   Action words (verbs). For example: planned, taught, evaluated, 
read, built, arranged, etc.

   The things or people you worked on, with, or through. For ex-
ample: dog, team, machine, guitar, idea. 

 Notice the blank Giftedness Story form (p. 214). You’ll find a link to 
that form on the website. Print out eight of those pages for your part-
ner to use in recording the details of each story.

Also notice the sample Giftedness Story page filled in on p.215. 

(7)   Tell your partner a total of eight Giftedness Stories. If you wrote 
out your stories as described above, use those. If not, just pick 
eight, preferably from different periods of your life. You might 
even consider letting your partner choose which stories you tell.

(8)   Count on taking between 10 and 15 minutes to tell each story. If 
you’re finishing your stories in 5 minutes or less, you’re probably 
not giving enough detail. On the other hand, if you’re spending 
20 minutes per story, you may be going into irrelevant details.
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(9)   When you’ve finished telling your stories, take a break. You’ve 
earned it! You may want to schedule another time to meet with 
your partner to look for your motivational pattern. Just do what-
ever feels most comfortable to you.

Some Advice for Your Partner
As the partner, your job is to help the storyteller tell their stories using 
the format described here. The fact is, most people find this exercise a bit 
daunting, and perhaps even intimidating. They’ve never done anything 
like this before, and they worry that they’re not going to do it “right.” 
You can be a support by reassuring them and helping them follow the 
instructions given.

You can find more suggestions and information on your role in this 
process at the online version of this exercise.

LOOKING FOR YOUR PATTERN
You’ve told eight Giftedness Stories to your partner. Now it’s time to look 

for a unique pattern of behavior and motivation that your stories reveal.

What Do I Mean by a “Pattern”?
A pattern is something that repeats itself on a fairly consistent basis. For 
example, suppose someone tells eight Giftedness Stories, and in five of 
those stories the person describes working directly with animals. That’s a 
pattern—an element or theme that repeats throughout a story.

To find these patterns in your Giftedness Stories, you need to analyze 
your stories. This involves two steps:

First, you must sort out the details of each story.
Then you must examine the details to see which of them recur 

throughout the stories.

Sorting Out the Details
Set a time for you and your partner to get together again. Your partner’s 
involvement will be invaluable, because they bring an extra set of eyes to 
this part of the exercise. They also bring their memory, along with some 
helpful perspective.
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 Storyteller ____________________________________ 

 Your Name ___________________________________ 

© 2014, The Giftedness Center, Dallas, Texas  © 2014, The Giftedness Center, Dallas, Texas

KEY WORDS AND DETAILS 
 

SATISFACTION: What was the satisfaction in doing this activity? 
 
 
 

STORY: _______________________________________________________________________________________
  

Giftedness Story Form 
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 Storyteller ____________________________________ 

 Your Name ___________________________________ 

© 2014, The Giftednes Center, Dallas, Texas  © 2014, The Giftednes Center, Dallas, Texas

KEY WORDS AND DETAILS 
 

SATISFACTION: What was the satisfaction in doing this activity? 
 
 
 

STORY: _______________________________________________________________________________________
  

Giftedness Story Form 
 

Jay 
Andrew 

Refurbished a park to earn Eagle Scout badge. 

my responsibility – think through details, logistics 
 
organize everything – make a list – call city – 
information – requirements 
 
explain project to other scouts – recruit their help 
 
draw layout – make a plan – where things would go 
 
find dirt – arrange for dump truck 
 
round up tools – call to Lowe’s – meet with manager – 
fill out form – pick up donated materials – stone – 
plants 
 
be the leader – coordinate meeting time – get there 
early – outside – weather 
 
gave assignments – see how it all was going – team 
 
sign off on completion – quality 
 
thank everybody 
 
award 

completing the project and handling the responsibility 
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On p. 219 is a form entitled, Giftedness Story Summary. You’ll find a 
link on the website to that form. Print out eight copies to use in capturing 
the details from each of your Giftedness Stories.

For each story do the following:

(1)   In the top box labeled Story, write a brief title or description of 
your story. 

(2)  The next box is labeled Abilities. Look carefully at your story. 
What abilities did you use in this story? Action words (verbs) 
are usually the clues to the abilities you used.

  Using the notes that your partner wrote down on your Gifted-
ness Story Form, along with your own written summary (if you 
wrote one), work with your partner to identify the abilities you 
used in your story and list them in the box labeled Abilities.

(3)  The next box is labeled Subject Matter. Look carefully at your story. 
What things or people were you working with in this story?

  Whenever you use an ability, you use it on, with, or through 
something. For example, in the illustration above, the storyteller 
was frequently found working with animals. Likewise, an ac-
countant would work with numbers. A day care worker works 
with children. A girl studying for a history exam might be work-
ing with information and facts. An actor works with an audience. 

  Work with your partner to identify the various subject matter 
you used in your story and list them in the box labeled Subject 
Matter.

(4)  The next box is labeled Circumstances. Look carefully at your 
story. What circumstances or conditions were you operating 
under in this story?

  Circumstances are about the environment you were in. Was 
there stress and pressure? Or were things calm and quiet? Were 
there a lot of people involved, or just you? Were you working to-
ward a goal? Were things flexible and unstructured? Was there 
a deadline? Was there an audience watching you? Were you be-
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ing recognized, or were you more behind-the-scenes? Were you 
outdoors, or perhaps in a lab?

  In short, where did your story take place? What were the condi-
tions that were affecting how you did your activity?

  Work with your partner to identify the circumstances you were 
in in your story and list them in the box labeled Circumstances.

(5)  The next box is labeled Role. Look carefully at your story. How 
did you relate to the other people in this story?

  When you’re using your giftedness, you tend to relate to others 
in a certain way. We call that a “role.” In your stories, you may 
have been a participant on a team. Or maybe the leader of the 
team. Or perhaps you weren’t the leader, but you played a key 
role on the team. Maybe in the story you organized everything. 
Maybe you functioned more like a teacher, or coach, or mentor. 
Of course, it’s possible there were no other people in your story, 
or even if there were, you functioned on your own, as an indi-
vidualist. There are many possibilities for what role you played 
in your story.

  Work with your partner to describe what role you played in 
your story and write that in the box labeled Role.

(6)  The last box is labeled Satisfaction. Look carefully at your story. 
What was the satisfaction you described in this story?

  The first place to look in answering that question is the box on 
the Giftedness Story Form labeled Satisfaction. What did your 
partner write down when you described what was satisfying 
about the activity in this story?

  Another way to identify the satisfaction is to step back and look 
at the story as a whole to notice what it’s about and what you were 
trying to accomplish. 

  Work with your partner to try and describe the satisfaction you 
gained from the activities in your story and write that descrip-
tion in the box labeled Satisfaction.
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(7)  When you’ve completed the Giftedness Story Summary for your 
first story, it should resemble the sample Giftedness Story Sum-
mary on p. 220.

(8)  Fill out a Giftedness Story Summary for each of your seven oth-
er Giftedness Stories.

Note: You can find examples for what I mean by Abilities, Subject 
Matter, Circumstances, Roles, and Satisfaction on our website.

Making the Connections
Now that you’ve identified the relevant details from your eight Gifted-
ness Stories, you need to look for a pattern by determining which ones 
repeat and recur. On p. 222 is a formed entitled, Giftedness Patterns. It 
looks similar to the Giftedness Story Summary form, but it’s designed 
for you to collect your observations from all of your stories onto a single 
page. You’ll find a link to that form on the website. You only need to print 
out one copy of the Giftedness Patterns form.

Here are the steps for filling out that form:

(1)  Lay out the eight Giftedness Story Summaries that you and your 
partner completed. Look at the abilities listed in the boxes for 
Abilities on the eight summaries. What do you see repeating? 
List them in the box labeled Abilities on your Giftedness Pat-
terns form.

(2)  Now move to the items listed in the boxes for Subject Matter on 
your eight summaries. As you did with Abilities, compare the 
eight summaries to identify what subject matter you regularly 
work with. List those elements in the box so labeled on your 
Giftedness Patterns form.

(3)  Next look at the items listed in the boxes for Circumstances on 
your summaries. Compare the summaries to identify what cir-
cumstances are common among your stories. List those in the 
box so labeled on your Giftedness Patterns form.
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 Storyteller ____________________________________ 

  

© 2014, The Giftedness Center, Dallas, Texas  © 2014, The Giftedness Center, Dallas, Texas

STORY: _______________________________________________________________________________________
  

Giftedness Story Summary 
 

ABILITIES – What abilities did you use in this story? 
 
 
 

SUBJECT MATTER – What things or people were you working with in this story? 
 
 
 

CIRCUMSTANCES – What were the circumstances or conditions you were in in this story? 
 
 
 

ROLE – How did you relate to the other people in this story? 
 
 
 

SATISFACTION – What was the satisfaction you described in this story? 
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(4)  Move on to the items listed in the boxes for Roles on your sum-
maries. Identify what role is common in your stories (there may 
be more than one). Write that role in the appropriate box on 
your patterns form.

(5)  Now it’s time to evaluate the satisfaction that keeps repeating in 
your stories. Look first in the boxes for Satisfaction in your sum-
maries. Do you notice a consistent theme?

  In addition, step back and look at the big picture of each of your 
stories. What are they about? What are you trying to do in these 
stories? Is there a common theme that describes the sort of ac-
tivity you come back to again and again?

  Discuss with your partner the common theme (or themes) of 
satisfaction that your stories show. See if you can boil it down to 
a brief description. Then write that phrase into the box labeled 
Satisfaction on your Giftedness Patterns form.

  Note: As you look for patterns, realize that you may not have used 
the exact same words in each story, but it’s obvious that the same 
or a similar element is involved. 

  For example, in one story you might have said, “I read the instruc-
tions,” while in another story you said, “I turned to the owner’s 
manual.” Those are different words, but the same kind of ability is 
involved—namely “reading.” 

  If you’ve provided enough detail in telling your stories, you should 
see certain elements repeating in at least three or four stories, if 
not more. If you don’t see any elements repeating more than once 
or twice, you need to go back and provide more details about how 
you did the activities in your stories, and/or what was so satisfy-
ing. Don’t speak in generalities. Get specific. Describe exactly what 
you did and what was satisfying, even if it seems obvious to you.

(6)  When you’ve completed the Giftedness Patterns form, it should 
resemble the sample form on p. 224.
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 Storyteller ____________________________________ 

  

© 2014, The Giftedness Center, Dallas, Texas  © 2014, The Giftedness Center, Dallas, Texas

Giftedness Patterns 
 

ABILITIES – These are the abilities you commonly use in your stories. 
 
 
 

SUBJECT MATTER – These are the things or people you commonly work with in your stories. 
 
 
 

CIRCUMSTANCES – These are the circumstances or conditions that are common in your stories. 
 
 
 

ROLE – This is how you commonly relate to other people in your stories. 
 
 
 

SATISFACTION – This is the satisfaction you commonly experience in your stories. 
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LOOKING AT THE BIG PICTURE
Congratulations! Once you’ve completed your Giftedness Patterns 

form, you have a description of the consistent pattern you use in your 
life. It’s a picture of your giftedness—of you in action:

t���:PV�LOPX�UIF�"CJMJUJFT�ZPV�DPOTJTUFOUMZ�BOE�DPNGPSUBCMZ�UVSO�UP�JO�
accomplishing your ends.

t���:PV�LOPX�UIF�4VCKFDU�.BUUFS�UIBU�ZPV�NPTU�FOKPZ�XPSLJOH�XJUI�BOE�
through

t��:PV�LOPX�UIF�$JSDVNTUBODFT�UIBU�BSF�JEFBM�GPS�ZPV�
t��:PV�LOPX�UIF�3PMF�UIBU�ZPV�QSFGFS�UP�QMBZ�SFMBUJWF�UP�PUIFST�
t���"OE�ZPV�LOPX�UIF�DPOTJTUFOU�4BUJTGBDUJPO�UIBU�ESJWFT�ZPVS�CFIBW-

ior, the motivational outcome that you most enjoy and seek.

That’s fantastic! Did you know these things about yourself? If so, had 
you realized how prevalent your pattern was throughout your life? If not, 
what new discoveries have you made by telling your Giftedness Stories 
and analyzing them?

Some Questions to Ask
(1) What does your pattern tell you about:

� t��IPX�ZPV�MFBSO 
� t��IPX�ZPV�NBLF�EFDJTJPOT 
� t��IPX�ZPV�SFMBUF�UP�HSPVQT�BOE�UFBNT 
� t��IPX�ZPV�GBSF�JG�ZPV�SF�PO�ZPVS�PXO 
� t��XIP�ZPV�OFFE�BSPVOE�ZPV�UP�CF�FČFDUJWF 
� t��IPX�MPOH�ZPV�SF�MJBCMF�UP�TUBZ�NPUJWBUFE�PO�BO�BDUJWJUZ 
� t��IPX�ZPV�DPNNVOJDBUF 
� t��UIF�LJOET�PG�XPSL�ZPV�TIPVME�BOE�TIPVMEO�U�EP 

(2)  Now that you have the “big picture” of how you function, how 
does that account for the successes and disappointments you’ve 
experienced in life?

(3)  How might your pattern affect other people around you—your 
family, friends, coworkers, customers, neighbors?
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(4)  In what situations would someone with your pattern be especially 
valued? Where would you likely be de-valued or misunderstood?

Follow-Up Suggestions
(1)  Show your pattern to those closest to you—your spouse and fam-

ily, your parents, your boss, a coworker, a close friend, etc. What 
is their reaction? Do they confirm and validate your findings?

(2) Based on your pattern, write a description of your ideal job. 

� t��8IBU�XPVME�ZPV�CF�XPSLJOH�XJUI �
 t��8IBU�OBUVSBM�BCJMJUJFT�XIBU�ZPV�CF�VTJOH�PO�B�EBZ�UP�EBZ�CBTJT 
� t��8IBU�XPVME�CF�UIF�DJSDVNTUBODFT�PG�UIF�KPC �
� t��8IBU�XPVME�CF�ZPVS�SPMF �
� t���8IBU�XPVME�CF�UIF�JEFBM�XBZ�GPS�ZPVS�CPTT�UP��NBOBHF�ZPV �0S�

do you even require a boss?
� t���8IBU�XPVME�CF�UIF�TBUJTGBDUJPO�PS�iQBZPČw�UIBU�ZPV�SFHVMBSMZ�

receive from your work? 

  Now how does that ideal scenario compare to the situation you 
are currently in?

(3)  Assuming your current situation is not a good fit for your pat-
tern, what might be some ways to improve that fit? (See Chapter 
8, “Giftedness and Your Work,” for more on the issue of job-fit.)

  How might you express your pattern outside of work, perhaps 
through a hobby, volunteer activity, or activity that you do at 
home? 

(4)  Keep your Giftedness Patterns page handy as you read through 
the rest of the book.

Note: This exercise is a derivative of The System for Identifying Motivated Abilities 
(SIMA®), copyright ©2014 by SIMA® International, Inc., Avon Connecticut. All 
rights are reserved. You are free to make copies of the forms needed for this exercise, 
but you may not reproduce, sell, or electronically store any other material contained 
in this book. The Giftedness Center is a licensed member of SIMA International, Inc.
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